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(54) INSTALLATION STRUCTURE FOR LITHIUM-ION BATTERY BOX OF ELECTRIC VEHICLE

(57) The present invention relates to an installation
structure for a lithium-ion battery box of an electric vehi-
cle, comprising a battery box body and a frame oblique
beam, wherein a jack is made in the front end of the
battery box body; an installation groove is made in the
frame oblique beam; a front battery box base is installed
in the front installation groove; a bolt driven through a
key is arranged on the front battery box base; and locking
fixation between the battery box body and the frame ob-
lique beam is realized by inserting the bolt into the jack.
The installation structure for the lithium-ion battery box
of the electric vehicle is characterized in that: an up-
wards-bulged arc-shaped limit groove is made in the axis

of the middle part of the lower cover of the box body; the
installation groove of the frame oblique beam is an in-
stallation groove with a horizontal opening; a limit bulge
adaptive to the arc-shaped limit groove is made on the
groove bottom of the installation groove; and installation
for the battery box body and a frame sectional material
is realized through embedding for the arc-shaped limit
groove and the limit bulge. The present invention has the
advantages of being scientific and reasonable in struc-
tural design, simple in structure, convenient in disassem-
bly and assembly, beneficial to frame design, high in aes-
thetics, and capable of meeting the use needs of users.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention belongs to the field of
electric vehicle accessories, and particularly discloses
an installation structure for a lithium-ion battery box of an
electric vehicle.

BACKGROUND

[0002] With the popularization and continuous devel-
opment of electric vehicles, the requirements of people
for the electric vehicles are higher and higher. The electric
vehicles not only shall meet sensory and aesthetic needs
of people from appearance, but also shall meet the use
need of people from the functions and practicability.
[0003] There are two existing installation manners for
the lithium-ion battery of the electric vehicle. One is a
front-mounted installation manner, and the other one is
a rear-mounted installation manner. A battery box in-
stalled in a front-mounted installation manner is installed
on an oblique beam of a frame generally, that is, an in-
stallation groove provided with a groove wall at the pe-
riphery is made in the oblique beam and the battery box
internally holding lithium batteries is embedded in the
installation groove. In order to enhance the stability of
the frame, a cross beam is further arranged above the
oblique beam generally, so that the cross beam, the ob-
lique beam and a saddle vertical tube collectively form a
subtriangular shape with stable performance. However,
because the battery box can only be taken out by being
lifted to be higher than the groove wall of the installation
groove while being taken out from the installation groove,
if the cross beam above the oblique beam is designed
to be low, taking-out for the lithium batteries is influenced,
and in addition, due to high dead weights of the lithium
batteries, the lithium batteries are more inconvenient to
take out; and if the cross beam is designed to be high,
the aesthetics of the whole vehicle is influenced.

SUMMARY

[0004] The objective of the present invention is to pro-
vide an installation structure for a lithium-ion battery box
of an electric vehicle, which is scientific and reasonable
in structural design, simple in structure, convenient in
disassembly and assembly, beneficial to frame design,
high in aesthetics, and capable of meeting the use needs
of users.
[0005] The technical problems are solved by the
present invention through the following technical solu-
tion:

An installation structure for a lithium-ion battery box
of an electric vehicle comprises a battery box body
and a frame oblique beam, wherein the box body is
composed of an upper cover, a lower cover, end cov-

ers and sidewalls; the upper cover and the lower
cover are vertically arranged in parallel; the end cov-
ers are arranged at a left end and a right end of each
of the upper cover and the lower cover; the sidewalls
are arranged at a front end and a rear end of each
of the upper cover and the lower cover; a jack is
made in the end cover at the left end of the battery
box body; an installation groove is made in the frame
oblique beam; a bolt driven through a key is arranged
at one side of the left end of the installation groove;
and locking fixation between the battery box body
and the frame oblique beam is realized by inserting
the bolt into the jack. The installation structure for
the lithium-ion battery box of the electric vehicle is
characterized in that: an upwards-bulged arc-
shaped limit groove is made in the axis of the middle
part of the lower cover of the box body; the installa-
tion groove of the frame oblique beam is an instal-
lation groove with a horizontal opening; a limit bulge
adaptive to the arc-shaped limit groove is made on
the groove bottom of the installation groove; and in-
stallation for the battery box body and a frame sec-
tional material is realized through embedding for the
arc-shaped limit groove and the limit bulge.

[0006] Moreover, one or more grooves arranged along
the length direction of the arc-shaped limit groove are
formed in the arc-shaped limit groove, a U-shaped spring
piece is fixedly installed in each groove through a screw,
and the two ends of each U-shaped spring piece are abut-
ted against the limit bulge of the limit bulge of the instal-
lation groove.
[0007] Moreover, a wiring cavity of the hollow sectional
material is composed of three cavities.
[0008] Moreover, five groups of battery supports ar-
ranged along the length direction of the lower cover are
arranged on the lower cover in the battery box body, and
eight battery packs connected through nickel straps are
fixed on each group of the battery supports.
[0009] Moreover, an electric quantity display board
and a switch button for controlling turn-on and turn-off of
the batteries are arranged on the upper cover of the bat-
tery box body, and a battery protection board connected
with the electric quantity display board through a signal
wire is arranged in the battery box body.
[0010] The present invention has the advantages and
beneficial effects:

1.According to the installation structure for the lithi-
um-ion battery box of the electric vehicle, by design-
ing the traditional form of completely embedding the
battery box into the installation groove to be a form
of embedding the limit bulge made on the groove
bottom of the installation groove onto the bottom of
the battery box, movement ranges during installation
and taking-out for the battery box are greatly re-
duced, so that installation and detachment for the
batteries are not limited by the frame cross beam,
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and are more convenient; and meanwhile, a design
for a frame is also not limited by installation and tak-
ing for the battery box, so that the design space of
the frame is more free, and the requirements of per-
formance and appearance are met.

2.According to the installation structure for the lithi-
um-ion battery box of the electric vehicle, by addi-
tionally installing the U-shaped spring pieces at the
bottom of the battery box, when the batteries are
taken, the key needs to be rotated to retreat the bolt
at first, and at this moment, the U-shaped spring piec-
es act to bounce the battery box, so that taking-out
for the battery box is facilitated.

3.According to the installation structure for the lithi-
um-ion battery box of the electric vehicle, by design-
ing the frame oblique beam to be of a hollow struc-
ture, wiring of the whole vehicle is facilitated, so that
the appearance of the whole vehicle is more order
and beautiful.

4.According to the installation structure for the lithi-
um-ion battery box of the electric vehicle, by addi-
tionally installing the electric quantity display board
with an electric quantity display function on the bat-
tery box, connecting the electric quantity display
board with the battery protection board through the
signal wire, and controlling through a communication
protocol, the electricity utilization conditions of the
batteries can be displayed by the electric quantity
display board in real time, so that a driver can charge
according to the use conditions of the batteries, and
ensure the normal use. When in use, if the switch
button is pressed for long, the electric quantity dis-
play board sends a turn-on command to the battery
protection board to turn on the batteries; and if the
switch is lightly touched, the batteries send the cur-
rent electric quantities to the electric quantity display
board to display the electric quantities.

5. The installation structure for the lithium-ion battery
box of the electric vehicle, which is disclosed by the
present invention, is scientific and reasonable in
structural design, has the advantages of being sim-
ple in structure, convenient in disassembly and as-
sembly, beneficial to frame design, high in aesthet-
ics, and capable of meeting the use needs of users,
and has high innovativeness.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011]

Figure 1 is a structural diagram of the present inven-
tion;

Figure 2 is an upward view of the battery box body

of the present invention;

Figure 3 is a partial enlarged drawing (omitting a side
plate and the upper cover) of the bottom of the battery
box body of the present invention;

Figure 4 is a left view of the present invention;

Figure 5 is a section view of the battery box body of
the present invention; and

Figure 6 is a structural diagram of assembly for the
battery packs of the present invention.

Marks of the attached drawings

[0012] 1-frame oblique beam, 2-key, 3-electric quantity
display board, 4-switch button, 5-battery box body, 6-
installation groove, 7-U-shaped spring piece, 8-arc-
shaped limit groove, 9-groove, 10-screw, 11-limit bulge,
12-wiring cavity, 13-battery protection board, 14-battery
support, 15-nickel strap, 16-battery.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0013] The present invention is further detailed below
through specific embodiments. The following embodi-
ments are only descriptive, not definitive, and are not
intended to define the protection scope of the present
invention.
[0014] An installation structure for a lithium-ion battery
box of an electric vehicle comprises a battery box body
5 and a frame oblique beam 1, wherein the box body is
composed of an upper cover, a lower cover, end covers
and sidewalls; the upper cover and the lower cover are
vertically arranged in parallel; the end covers are ar-
ranged at a left end and a right end of each of the upper
cover and the lower cover; the sidewalls are arranged at
a front end and a rear end of each of the upper cover and
the lower cover; a jack is made in the end cover at the
left end of the battery box body; an installation groove 6
is made in the frame oblique beam; a bolt driven through
a key 2 is arranged at one side of the left end of the
installation groove; and locking fixation between the bat-
tery box body and the frame oblique beam is realized by
inserting the bolt into the jack. The installation structure
for the lithium-ion battery box of the electric vehicle has
the innovations that: the installation groove is an instal-
lation groove with a horizontal opening; an upwards-
bulged arc-shaped limit groove 8 is made in the axis of
the middle part of the lower cover of the box body; a limit
bulge 11 adaptive to the arc-shaped limit groove is made
on the groove bottom of the installation groove; and in-
stallation for the battery box body and a frame sectional
material is realized through embedding for the arc-
shaped limit groove and the limit bulge.
[0015] One or more grooves 9 arranged along the
length direction of the arc-shaped limit groove are formed
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in the arc-shaped limit groove, a U-shaped spring piece
is fixedly installed in each groove through a screw, and
the two ends of each U-shaped spring piece are abutted
against the limit bulge of the limit bulge of the installation
groove.
[0016] The frame oblique beam is made of a hollow
sectional material. An assembly cavity is formed on the
upper part of the hollow sectional material. A wiring cavity
12 is formed on the lower part of the hollow sectional
material. The wiring cavity is composed of three cavities
with different shapes so as to enhance the strength of
the hollow sectional material.
[0017] Five groups of battery supports 14 arranged
along the length direction of the lower cover are arranged
on the lower cover in the battery box body, and eight
battery packs 16 connected through nickel straps 15 are
fixed on each group of the battery supports.
[0018] An electric quantity display board 3 and a switch
button 4 for controlling turn-on and turn-off of the batteries
are arranged on the upper cover of the battery box body,
and a battery protection board 13 connected with the
electric quantity display board through a signal wire is
arranged in the battery box body.
[0019] According to the installation structure for the lith-
ium-ion battery box of the electric vehicle in the present
invention, by designing the traditional form of completely
embedding the battery box into the installation groove to
be a form of embedding the limit bulge made on the
groove bottom of the installation groove onto the bottom
of the battery box, movement ranges during installation
and taking-out for the battery box are greatly reduced,
so that installation and detachment for the batteries are
not limited by the frame cross beam, and are more con-
venient; and meanwhile, a design for a frame is also not
limited by installation and taking for the battery box, so
that the design space of the frame is more free, and the
requirements of performance and appearance are met.
By additionally installing the U-shaped spring pieces at
the bottom of the battery box, when the batteries are tak-
en, the key needs to be rotated to retreat the bolt at first,
and at this moment, the U-shaped spring pieces act to
bounce the battery box, so that taking-out for the battery
box is facilitated. By designing the frame oblique beam
to be of a hollow structure, wiring of the whole vehicle is
facilitated, so that the appearance of the whole vehicle
is more order and beautiful. By additionally installing the
electric quantity display board with an electric quantity
display function on the battery box, connecting the elec-
tric quantity display board with the battery protection
board through the signal wire, and controlling through a
communication protocol, the electricity utilization condi-
tions of the batteries can be displayed by the electric
quantity display board in real time, so that a driver can
charge according to the use conditions of the batteries,
and ensure the normal use. When in use, if the switch
button is pressed for long (10s), the electric quantity dis-
play board sends a turn-on command to the battery pro-
tection board to turn on the batteries; and if the switch is

lightly touched, the batteries send the current electric
quantities to the electric quantity display board to display
the electric quantities.
[0020] Although the embodiments and attached draw-
ings of the present invention are disclosed for the purpose
of illustration, those skilled in the art shall understand
that: various replacements, variations and modifications
are possible without departing from the spirit and the
scope of the present invention and claims. Therefore, the
scope of the present invention is not limited to the dis-
closure contained in the embodiment and the drawings.

Claims

1. An installation structure for a lithium-ion battery box
of an electric vehicle, comprising a battery box body
and a frame oblique beam, wherein the box body is
composed of an upper cover and a lower cover; the
upper cover and the lower cover are vertically ar-
ranged in parallel; a jack is made in the front end of
the battery box body; an installation groove is made
in the frame oblique beam; a front battery box base
is installed in the front installation groove; a bolt driv-
en through a key is arranged at one side of the left
end of the installation groove; and locking fixation
between the battery box body and the frame oblique
beam is realized by inserting the bolt into the jack;
the installation structure for the lithium-ion battery
box of the electric vehicle is characterized in that:
an upwards-bulged arc-shaped limit groove is made
in the axis of the middle part of the lower cover of
the box body; the installation groove of the frame
oblique beam is an installation groove with a hori-
zontal opening; a limit bulge adaptive to the arc-
shaped limit groove is made on the groove bottom
of the installation groove; and installation for the bat-
tery box body and a frame sectional material is re-
alized through embedding for the arc-shaped limit
groove and the limit bulge.

2. The installation structure for the lithium-ion battery
box of the electric vehicle according to claim 1, char-
acterized in that: one or more grooves arranged
along the length direction of the arc-shaped limit
groove are formed in the arc-shaped limit groove, a
U-shaped spring piece is fixedly installed in each
groove through a screw, and the two ends of each
U-shaped spring piece are abutted against the limit
bulge of the limit bulge of the installation groove.

3. The installation structure for the lithium-ion battery
box of the electric vehicle according to claim 1, char-
acterized in that: the frame oblique beam is made
of a hollow sectional material; an assembly cavity is
formed on the upper part of the hollow sectional ma-
terial; and a wiring cavity is formed on the lower part
of the hollow sectional material.
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4. The installation structure for the lithium-ion battery
box of the electric vehicle according to claim 3, char-
acterized in that: the wiring cavity of the hollow sec-
tional material is composed of three cavities.

5. The installation structure for the lithium-ion battery
box of the electric vehicle according to claim 1, char-
acterized in that: five groups of battery supports
arranged along the length direction of the lower cover
are arranged on the lower cover in the battery box
body, and eight battery packs connected through
nickel straps are fixed on each group of the battery
supports.

6. The installation structure for the lithium-ion battery
box of the electric vehicle according to claim 1, char-
acterized in that: an electric quantity display board
and a switch button for controlling turn-on and turn-
off of the batteries are arranged on the upper cover
of the battery box body, and a battery protection
board connected with the electric quantity display
board through a signal wire is arranged in the battery
box body.

Amended claims in accordance with Rule 137(2)
EPC.

1. An installation structure for a lithium-ion battery box
of an electric vehicle, comprising a battery box body
(5) and a frame oblique beam (1), wherein the box
body (5) is composed of an upper cover and a lower
cover; the upper cover and the lower cover are ver-
tically arranged in parallel; a jack is made in the front
end of the battery box body (5); an installation groove
(6) is made in the frame oblique beam (1); a front
battery box base is installed in the front installation
groove (6); a bolt driven through a key (2) is arranged
at one side of the left end of the installation groove
(6); and locking fixation between the battery box
body (5) and the frame oblique beam (1) is realized
by inserting the bolt into the jack; the installation
structure for the lithium-ion battery box of the electric
vehicle is characterized in that: an upwards-bulged
arc-shaped limit groove (8) is made in the axis of the
middle part of the lower cover of the box body (5);
the installation groove (6) of the frame oblique beam
(1) is an installation groove (6) with a horizontal open-
ing; a limit bulge (11) adaptive to the arc-shaped limit
groove (8) is made on the groove bottom of the in-
stallation groove (6); and installation for the battery
box body (5) and a frame sectional material is real-
ized through embedding for the arc-shaped limit
groove (8) and the limit bulge (11); and one or more
grooves (9) arranged along the length direction of
the arc-shaped limit groove (8) are formed in the arc-
shaped limit groove (8), a U-shaped spring piece (7)
is fixedly installed in each groove (9) through a screw

(10), and the two ends of each U-shaped spring piece
(7) are abutted against the limit bulge (11) of the
installation groove (6).

2. The installation structure for the lithium-ion battery
box of the electric vehicle according to claim 1, char-
acterized in that: the frame oblique beam (1) is
made of a hollow sectional material; an assembly
cavity is formed on the upper part of the hollow sec-
tional material; and a wiring cavity (12) is formed on
the lower part of the hollow sectional material.

3. The installation structure for the lithium-ion battery
box of the electric vehicle according to claim 2, char-
acterized in that: the wiring cavity (12) is composed
of three cavities with different shapes so as to en-
hance the strength of the hollow sectional material,
and the three cavities are substantially in triangle
shapes; among the three cavities, the one of corre-
sponding to the limit bulge (11) is larger than the
other two.

4. The installation structure for the lithium-ion battery
box of the electric vehicle according to claim 1, char-
acterized in that: five groups of battery supports
(14) arranged along the length direction of the lower
cover are arranged on the lower cover in the battery
box body (5), and eight battery packs (16) connected
through nickel straps (15) are fixed on each group
of the battery supports (14).

5. The installation structure for the lithium-ion battery
box of the electric vehicle according to claim 1, char-
acterized in that: an electric quantity display board
(3) and a switch button (4) for controlling turn-on and
turn-off of the batteries are arranged on the upper
cover of the battery box body (5), and a battery pro-
tection board (13) connected with the electric quan-
tity display board (3) through a signal wire is arranged
in the battery box body (5).
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